Abstract-With the increase of data volume and visitor volume, the website faces great challenge in the environment of network. How to know the users' requirements rapidly and effectively and recommend the required information to the user becomes the research direction of all websites. The researchers of recommendation system propose a series of recommendation system models and algorithms for the user. The common challenge faced by these algorithms is how to judge the user intention and recommend the relevant content by little user action. The paper proposes the user situation awareness and information recommendation system based on fuzzy clustering analysis and fuzzy cognitive maps, and verifies the validity of the algorithm by the application to recommendation site of academic thesis.
INTRODUCTION
Recommendation system started from electronic commerce, which mainly solves the problems of information overload caused by rapid expansion of Internet scale and application range [1, 2] . According to [3] , recommendation system uses electronic commerce website to provide merchandise news and suggestion to help the user buy products and simulate salesmen to help the client to complete purchase process. With the coming of big data era, the mainstream search engine and data index service can't meet increasing individualized information requirements of network user. And realizing individualized recommendation for every user has become the research focus of data mining technology, data fusion and e-commerce.
Recommendation algorithm is the core of recommendation system. The mainstream recommendation algorithms include content recommendation, collaborative filtering recommendation and knowledge recommendation. The database structure established by most algorithms is a series of set structure of traditional mathematics. The correlations between data, and the mapping relation between data and category is too simple and qualitative, especially when it relates to the concept of fuzzy semantic word, the correlation between data lacks of scientific description. For example, some recommendation systems realize recommendation according to the match of user retrieval word and the established key lexicon, and the systems make recommendation unsuccessful because of vocabulary limitation of key lexicon and training deviation. On the other hand, with the deep intersection and combination between subjects, there are many words appearing in many fields, which is difficult to complete effective and reliable recommendation behavior by keyword match, the reason for which is the correlation between words, especially the quantitative correlation is not emphasized and described fully.
Introducing the idea of fuzzy logic into recommendation system can effectively solve the problems. Literature [5, 6, 7] introduces some application of fuzzy clustering analysis algorithm. Although many recommendation algorithms use fuzzy clustering analysis and achieves some results, but most of them use collaborative filtering idea [4] . And the key is to classify the users according to the user behavior and predict the preference of the present users according to the interest model of similar users, which causes the following problems.
1. It needs to acquire enough user information and user behavior to realize effective recommendation.
2. The information structure in database is simple and mechanical, and lacks of description based on fuzzy logic.
Therefore, the paper establishes a recommendation system of academic paper based on fuzzy clustering analysis and fuzzy cognitive maps, uses fuzzy clustering analysis to quantitatively describe the correlation between lexical semantics. The algorithm of analyzing user interest uses fuzzy cognitive mapto figure out qualitative distribution of user interest and quantitative interest degree according to much less user information compared with these systems mentioned above. Fuzzy cognitive mapconverts the original tree structure between discipline classification and key words into mesh structure, describes the correlation between interdisciplinary and the map of a key word corresponding to many discipline classifications, and provides iterative operation function for reasoning and states evolution, for realizing effective recommendation.
The implementation process of the system is as follows. Firstly, key words are selected for discipline classification, and the frequency of each key word is for statistics. Then, AFS fuzzy clustering analysis algorithm is used to process the key words and discipline classification in database, which gets fuzzy description of each classification. And the quantitative correlation value between discipline classifications and the correlation value between each key word an each discipline classification is achieved according to fuzzy description, which establishes net data structure. Lastly, according to input information of the user, the related discipline classification is screened out in net data structure. Fuzzy cognitive map is used to compute the screened key words. And the papers with key words in database are recommended to the user.
Compared with the existing recommendation systems based on collaborative filtering algorithm, the recommendation system based on fuzzy clustering analysis and fuzzy cognitive map established in the paper has the following innovation points. Firstly, fuzzy clustering analysis introduces the view of information entropy theory. The information content and information structure in database received quantitative description, and the tree data structure is converted into net data structure, which prepares for effective recommendation. Secondly, the model firstly applies fuzzy cognitive map to recommendation system. Fuzzy cognitive map has evident advantage for processing data structure with quantitative association, so the method is suitable for net data structure of the model based on fuzzy clustering analysis. Thirdly, most algorithm processes of the model are completed in previous preparation and feedback training process. The algorithms executed by the recommendation system from input information to recommendation results are very easy, which can ensure to use fewer resources to get recommendation results in a shorter time.
II. FUZZY CLUSTERING ANALYSIS
The paper uses fuzzy logic clustering algorithm to realize the above fuzzy clustering process. Compared with the previous fuzzy clustering algorithm, the algorithm integrates information entropy theory.
Fuzzy logic clustering algorithm firstly needs to collect the relevant data sample to acquire fuzzy description of samples, the objective of which is to expand a sample to be a concept of set to evaluate the correlation between samples.
And the sample data is divided into two conditions. 1. A data sample is a discipline classification of the bottom. The property of sample is a series of relevant key words, and the attribute value is the frequency of key words.
2. A data sample is a key word. The property of sample is a series of relevant discipline classification, and the attribute value is the frequency of key words in classifications.
Fuzzy description of samples is the description with a certain threshold on a sample based on fuzzy set theory. Ideal fuzzy description on a sample can make the fuzzy description of similar sample attaching to the sample great, and make the fuzzy description of non-similar sample attaching to the sample small.
And a threshold is needed to classify the samples according to the degree of the sample attaching to fuzzy description. The original sample set is converted into the set of classification, and the same method is used to make weighting fuzzy description on every classification. And the original samples are used as the elements, and the classification is used as the set to analyze and evaluate the subjection degree, which can determine the classification of the sample.
Literature [8, 9, 10 and 11] introduces AFS fuzzy clustering analysis algorithm integrating information entropy theory. As FCM to be established consists of a series of key words and discipline classifications, and the frequency of key words can be achieved by statistical samples, which meets the characteristics of the clustering algorithm. So the paper applies the algorithm to clustering analysis on discipline classification and key words, for realizing effective recommendation. 9 definitions are used to make mathematical description on the algorithm, as follows. Definition 2.1:  is an object of data X and  corresponds to a relationship
and ( , )
To a certain degree, and the degree attaching to  should be greater than or equal to the degree of y attaching to  , ( , )
If ( , ) x y R  , and ( , )
R is the weak intention. The objects corresponding to weak intention is simple object, conversely, it is called complicated object. ( , )( , )
X is called data set, M is called object set and  is called structure. Definition 2.5: X and M is set, ( , , )
MX  is a AFS structure. , B X A X  , and the define symbol is
 is the attaching density function of simple fuzzy object m, { }( ) mx is given by:
It is the degree of data x attaching to object m. Definition 2.6: M is the set of simple fuzzy objects of data set X. For fuzzy object AM  , the subjection function of fuzzy object A is defined as follows, for
Definition 2.7: X is data set, and M is simple fuzzy object set of X, AM  . And information entropy function of subjection degree is:
Smaller E(A) means that the subjection degree of all data belonging to object A is closer to two sides of closed interval [0,1], and dividing data according to fuzzy object A is clearer. Definition 2.8: X is data set, M is the set of simple fuzzy object of X, AM  , and n is the number of data. The distribution function D of subjection degree is:
Smaller D(A) means that the subjection degree of all data belonging to object A is closer to one side of closed interval [0,1]. When it is close to the right side, it means that fuzzy object A and data set X are similar. 
The following is description on algorithm implementation process.
Firstly, the key word library needs to be established. The resource of the key words used in the paper is not Keyword of the paper but is achieved by refinement from the collected original paper. And the concrete steps are as follows.
Step 1: 500 samples are collected for each text to train, which establishes key word library. And the concrete method is to match the words in 500 samples, and order the words according to the frequency of each word in all samples, for which the problem is that the appearance frequency of some prepositions and auxiliary words is high.
Step 2: The solution is that 500 text samples are collected, and the number of samples is distributed averagely. 500 samples receive matching exercise, and the words with high appearance frequency are found out. And the words are the prepositions and auxiliary words in each category.
For the order of Step 1, the words achieved in step 2 are eliminated, and the key words of each category which are achieved finally are ordered according to appearance frequency.
Each data sample i xX  achieves fuzzy description of sample with the following step.
Step1:
 is the simple fuzzy object set with the maximal subjection degree taken from i r simple fuzzy objects. Step2:
Step3: 
Based on the above process, the fuzzy description clustering analysis process is as follows.
Step1: Establishing equivalent relation matrix of correlation between samples. * , After clustering process, it realizes more rational, and is suitable for discipline classification of fuzzy cognitive mapmodeling. Figure 1 takes the key word situational awareness as an example to describe the relationship comparison of key words of discipline classification before and after cluster. We can see from the figure that after cluster, the description of key words connects with more relevant disciplines by quantitative relationship of administrative subordination, which makes the key words become the representative key factor of interdisciplinary, and combines many discipline classifications which have great difference in tree diagram. Next, the paper establishes quantitative correlation between discipline classifications based on the same key word by achieving causal weight.
III. ESTABLISHING FUZZY COGNITIVE MAPTO RECOMMENDER
Fuzzy cognitive map came from the concept of cognitive map proposed in Structure of Decision: The Cognitive map of Political Elites proposed by Axelrod in 1976. And Bart Kosko of University of Southern California firstly systematically proposed fuzzy cognitive maps. For the concept, FCM is the combination of fuzzy logic and concept mapping. Fuzzy logic is from fuzzy set theory and is a theory that process is similar to reasoning process. And it can be considered to be the application of a fuzzy set theory. FCM uses pre-definite knowledge or constructs the causal relationship between concepts. It plays the role of processing symbolic knowledge, so FCM is applicable to software knowledge. Fuzzy cognitive map have the characteristics and advantages of neural network and Hidden Markov Chain, which overcomes the fixed defect of probability model [12] . According to [13, 14, 15] , FCM provides an adaptive structure, which can give qualitative reasoning and quantitative elementary evaluation for the level or state of a complicated system. The core of FCM is a diagram structure consisting of many concepts connected by causal relationships. And the causal relationship is characterized by the numerical value between the interval [-1,+1]. -1 means reverse causal relationship, +1 means forwarded causal relationship, and 0 means there is no causal relationship.
In fact, the fuzzy clustering analysis process is to prepare for constructing the nodes of fuzzy cognitive maps. We extract the concept with the same level from the network structure with quantitative correlation after clustering to be as the nodes of fuzzy cognitive maps.
The causal weight between nodes is achieved from positive and negative correlation of appearance frequency after the key words represented by two nodes receive cluster. We use spearman correlation coefficient to represent causal weight. And the concrete calculation process is as follows.
Spearman correlation coefficient is Pearson correlation coefficient between classification variables. For the sample with the capacity , n original data
The original data is assigned a grade according to the average descending position in overall data. According to the appearance frequency of key words in text samples, descending sort is made, and the grade is position. The key words with the sample appearance frequency take the mean of the position values.
The difference of levels between two variables is
and  is: If the initial state of concept node of the system is known, the state value of any concept node at any time can convert function by FCM. 
1 2 7 ( , ,..., ) C c c c  is supposed to be the set of system concept nodes, and t i A means the state value of the i concept node at time t, and ji  means the weight of the j concept node on the causality influence of the i concept node. And f is a threshold function. In the experiment, the threshold function is a three-value step function. 1, 0.5 ( ) 0, 0.5 0.5 1, 0.5
When the user inputs the retrieval words, if the retrieval words are in the established keyword library, the recommendation system can capture the retrieval words. If the retrieval words are not in the lexicon, some words with similar semantics provided by research engine are used to be as the recommendation engine of inputting retrieval words. If the retrieval words are used as key words in many classifications, the state value of the lexical node is 1, and that of other nodes is 0 as the initial vector for iterative operation until FCM system is stable. The words represented by the activated nodes are used as key words to filter the papers and recommend them to the users. For example, when the user inputs the word, study, the research engine generally considers that learning from someone is closer to retrieval words than cognition. But in the recommendation of the paper, the system thinks that the user inputs an initial state in FCM of 
The system enters stable state. And the activated nodes are cognition, information coding, cognitive strategy and information analysis. When the recommendation system selects words in paper database, the paper with four words is recommended to the user. If there is no meeting the demand, it is ordered according to the stable weighting value of four words, and the non-important words are deleted.
The most evident characteristic of fuzzy cognitive map is the hierarchy and flexibility of the structure. Every node of FCM image can form a FCM sub-image, which means that fuzzy cognitive map can form a multi-layer structure and can establish correlation between different layers of classifications.
We can see that recommendation system based on fuzzy cognitive map can implement effective recommendation with little or incomplete user information. Multilateral layer of fuzzy cognitive map reduces the number of nodes of each layer, and avoids too complicated associated matrix, which can make iterative process of the system too difficult to be stable.
IV. RECOMMENDATION SYSTEM STRUCTURE
Recommendation system includes two modules, search engine and recommendation engine.
Research engine uses open-source retrieval engine, Sphinx. The user inputs the key words in input interface of retrieval engine, and then retrieves the engine and returns the retrieval results. We expect the user can make some direct feedback according to retrieval results to represent the satisfaction degree. The purpose of the above figure using user feedback module is to meet the requirements of the users. We provide port in the page of retrieval results for the user to feedback, such as Bookmark and Google it function of RecULike recommendation system. If the user has no feedback, we can implement recommendation according to retrieval words inputted by the user. The recommendation engine is shown in the top-right figure. The background data generation module can process the original material of the paper collected by crawler (many academic databases are downloaded with charge, but the information of them is public. And the information is enough for our system). Background data generator also processes the information feedback by user feedback module and paper classification. The background database is the back-end storage of recommendation system. And the stored information includes the general satisfaction degree of the user on a paper, discipline classification and key words list after clustering, correlation and causal weight data. When the system operates initially, we don't know if the general satisfaction degree of the user on a paper. With the user using the system and feedback, we collect the information and update the database. The storage content of the background database depends on the requirements of recommendation algorithm. If using a database for implementation is too confused, the information can be stored by many independent libraries. Lastly, recommendation engine can figure out and predict the paper liked by the users and recommend it according to the information and user background in background database.
In the recommendation system, search results and recommendation results are independently shown in user interface. When the user processes the key words input by the user, it needs to update regularly, and too old information can't timely reflect the requirements of the user. If the users have no interest in the content, and keywords are stilled stored, it may mislead the recommendation system to produce wrong recommendation [16] .
In order to verify the recommendation effect, we make experimental comparison on Fishgirl system and RecUlike system in the paper. 100 are tested and are demanded to write the search terms to be input and the expected recommendation results. After comparing the recommendation results of two recommendation systems, 7-level grading mechanism is used to grade the satisfactory degree of 5 dimensions. The tendency of the average absolute error of two systems increasing with testing amount is shown in Figure 4 . Based on fuzzy cluster and fuzzy cognitive maps, the paper proposes a recommendation algorithm, and constructs a academic paper recommendation system based on recommendation algorithm. It is different from the collaborative filtering recommendation algorithms based on fuzzy logic, AFS fuzzy clustering algorithm of the algorithm focuses on clustering and analyzing background data, and does not make clustering analysis on the user interest after the user inputting the information, which not only greatly reduces the workload of recommendation engine after the user inputs information, and improves the operation speed, but also reduces the operation load of the system. Fuzzy cognitive mapis a dynamic adaptive structure integrating neural network and Hidden Markov Chain, and can achieve lots of quantitative data with simple and rapid matrix operation in initial state with little information. Fuzzy cognitive mapfocus on the correlation of elements, and can convert the correlation between nodes into the parameters of the network, which realizes automation of decision process. The characteristics make the fuzzy cognitive mapapply to recommendation algorithm.
The algorithm provides new idea and example for applying fuzzy logic theory to recommendation system. The future research focuses on analyzing the background data of user and integrating the advantages of collaborative filtering algorithm into the recommendation system based on fuzzy cognitive maps.
